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Advertising & Direct Mail Strategy

BACKGROUND/OBJECTIVE
1.

Shift the paradigm by convincing current private aviation consumers to see NetJets
as an irreplaceable resource not an interchangeable commodity, and further private
aviation consumers to see NetJets as the best choice when they are ready to enter
into the category.
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2.

Core challenge was determining how to align the price with value in a way
that was relevant and compelling to consumers.
Leverage positioning to remind consumers of what truly matters. Remind
them why they travel – it’s not just the trip, but the end destination, in the
form of moments, people, and goals.
NetJets’ backing by Berkshire Hathaway and history of innovation and
leadership means assurance – assurance that life’s moments are in good
hands each and every night.

Develop seasonal advertising and direct mail campaigns that drive leads and sales
by articulating both the tangible/rational and intangible/emotional value of the
NetJets oﬀering, in order to maintain clear diﬀerentiation among the competitive set
and justify our premium pricing.

STRATEGY
Executions perform better when they have an emotional payoﬀ more prominently
featured in visuals, where the audience gets an immediate sense of the relationship
between the characters, and what NetJets helped make possible for them. There needs
to be a shift from product oriented imagery to illustrating moments that matter.
Activate the brand line in a dynamic, personal and emotional way. Showcase the NetJets
mind-set, reasoning and beneﬁt of the Owner. Give dimension to the promise embodied
in the brand tagline – remind Owners of the “moments that matter” as they trust NetJets
to help them make it easy to balance demanding schedules in both their personal and
professional lives.
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Visual: a stolen moment, a captured moment in time that could be easily
overlooked. Blink and you’ll miss it. The visual communicates a deeper
emotion and intimacy.
Headline: draws the reader in by referencing the image but speaks to a
deeper need.
Support copy: single line explains how NetJets is able to make meaningful
moments possible, by expressing NetJets diﬀerentiators.

While people may be prepared to compromise in many parts of their lives, and when it comes to
travel, no one wants to compromise on what’s truly important – the meaningful moments of life.	
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